Does Static Intra Access Pressure Monitoring of Arteriovenous Fistulas Predict Intra Access Stenosis?
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Abstract:

Background: The initiation of hemodialysis in patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD) requires vascular access formation. The choice of vascular access for individual patient depends on various factors however arteriovenous fistula (AVF) is conventionally considered to be the vascular access of choice. Once hemodialysis is initiated through a mature AVF, there is an ongoing need for surveillance of the AVF to ensure adequate function and prevent vascular access issues among which flow obstruction (both inflow and outflow) remains the most important. AVF stenosis can potentially lead to inadequate dialysis delivery and thrombosis thus leading to access loss. Physical examination and AVF Doppler ultrasonography (DUS) are useful for evaluation of stenosis in the arteriovenous connection and the outflow tract. Periodic assessment of the AVF with Static Intra access Pressure (SIAPR) determination may be a reliable means of predicting vascular access stenosis.

Material & Methods: The study was a cross sectional study carried out at Department of Nephrology, Fatima Memorial Hospital, Lahore from July 2018 to December 2018. In total 113 patients were included, and all patients underwent SIAPR assessment and Doppler Ultrasound of AVF.

Results: Mean age of the patients was 56.81±9.38 years, male to female ratio of the patients was 1.8:1. In this study the SIAPR was suggestive of stenosis in 87(76.99%) patients. The sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic accuracy of SIAPR against Doppler US of the AVF for detection of stenosis was 75.86%, 22.62% & 36.28% respectively.

Conclusion: SIAPR has low specificity and diagnostic accuracy compared to Doppler US for detection of AVF stenosis.
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Methods:

This was a cross sectional study conducted at six different hemodialysis centers in Lahore (Fatima Memorial Hospital, Ali Hospital, Omar Hospital, Raza Medical Complex, Cavalry Hospital and Nawaz Sharif Hospital, Rakhi Gate) from April to October 2018. The objective of the study was to determine diagnostic accuracy of SIAPR for detection of stenosis through arteriovenous fistula in patients with CKD on hemodialysis in comparison with Doppler ultrasound (US) as a gold standard.

Sample size of 113 cases was calculated with 95% confidence level, and taking expected percentage of AVF stenosis i.e. 57.4% in patients presenting with CKD on maintenance hemodialysis and sensitivity of SIAPR i.e. 60% with 13% margin of error and specificity of SIAPR i.e. 88% with 10% margin of error. Patients were selected by non-probability consecutive sampling technique.

We included patients aged 18-70 years of either gender, presenting with CKD on maintenance hemodialysis through AVF for >1 year. Patients with AVF utilized in <6 dialysis sessions, suspected, or established diagnosis of stenosis in some component of the AVF (artery, anastomosis, venous, or central veins), previous treatment for correction of stenosis or other AVF dysfunction and presence of aneurysm that complicated the AVF puncture were excluded from the study.

Data Collection Procedure:

After Institutional Review Board approval, 113 patients who fulfilled the inclusion and exclusion criteria were enrolled. Informed consent was taken from each patient. Demographic information (name, age, sex, Body Mass Index, duration of hemodialysis) was also noted. Then all patients underwent SIAPR assessment of stenosis at their respective hemodialysis units by the principal investigator A.R and O.S.

All participants underwent dialysis using a 15G needle same or similar dialysis delivery systems (Fresenius®). The measurement of SIAPR was carried out by following the method described by Besarab A. AVF stenosis was labelled as positive on SIAPR if value <0.13 or >0.43. Same day AVF Doppler ultrasonography scan was carried out by a single radiologist (ILK) with more than 4-year experience of AVF Doppler studies using Voluson S6 (GE).

The standardized Doppler protocol for this study utilized high resolution probe (frequency 10-14 MHz). Ultrasound probe was placed at the anastomotic site, keeping insolation angle less than 60 degrees, gate size two thirds of anastomosis diameter. Keeping settings of high velocity detection two parameters were primarily determined: diameter of the vessel and velocity of the blood flow. The area of the vessel was determined by using the derivation given by Zamboli P et.al. in their excellent review on the subject. The formula used to calculate flow volumes is area x mean velocity x 60, where area is the cross-sectional area of the vessel in square centimeters (calculated as the πR²), mean velocity (in cm/s) is that of the red blood cells measured from the Doppler trace recorded at the site used to measure area, and 60 is the number of seconds in a minute. Access blood flow rate was considered significant for diagnosing AVF stenosis if found to be <500 ml/min.

Data Analysis:

Data was entered and analyzed in SPSS version 23. Quantitative data like age, Body Mass Index and duration of dialysis was presented as mean and SD. Qualitative data like gender and stenosis (on SIPR and ultrasonography) was presented as frequency and percentage. Data was stratified for age, gender and duration of dialysis. Post-stratification, 2x2 tables were generated to calculate sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV and diagnostic accuracy of SIPR taking Doppler ultrasonography scan as gold standard.

Results:

In this present study total 113 patients were enrolled. Mean age was 56.8 ± 9.38 years. Majority (64.6%) were males with Male: Female ratio of 1.8:1. In our study brachio-cephalic or brachio-basilic AVF were most common (65.5%) and wide range of blood flow on Doppler US (66.88 9919.26 ml/min, mean: 1352.75 ± 1364.63 ml/min) was observed. Spearman’s Rho failed to depict a robust correlation between SIAPR and Access Blood Flow on DUS (r: -0.093, p: 0.334). The results of a 2x2 confusion matrix along with diagnostic accuracy are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Static Intra-access Pressure Monitoring Vs. AVF Doppler Ultrasound sensitivity and specificity analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>55.1 - 89.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>9.66 - 26.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Predictive Value</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>19.62 - 28.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Predictive Value</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
<td>47.34 - 81.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic Accuracy</td>
<td>31.8%</td>
<td>23.26 - 41.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The receiver operating characteristic curve analysis (Figure 1) showing the relationship between true and false positives lies close to the intersect diagonal line thus indicating that SIAPR may not be a reliable indicator to predict stenosis on Doppler USG of the AV fistula.
Figure 1: Receiver operating curve analysis showing the relation of true positive and true negative for Static Intra-access pressure.

Discussion:
Our study failed to show a significant correlation between EqSIAPR and Access Flow (Qa). These results are similar to the findings by Spergel LM et al. who found no correlation between these two variables in their prospective trial.  

The permanent vascular access is rightly regarded as the lifeline for patients on hemodialysis. Insufficient flow by vascular access stenosis cause inadequate dialysis or access thrombosis if not detected and preempted.  AVF created with native vessels are the vascular access of choice for hemodialysis. The monitoring of an AVF or AVG is an ongoing endeavor in any dialysis room. Several non-invasive assessment tools have their rightful place in the surveillance strategies developed to observe the flow, pressure or recirculation process in vascular access during hemodialysis.

Static Intra Access Pressure (SIAP) corrected for height between the vascular access and venous drip chamber (Equilibrium SIAP) and ratio to the Mean Arterial Pressure (SIAPR: SIAP/MAP) have been validated measures to predict development of increased resistance to blood flow (hence, stenosis) since the seminal article published by Besarab A et al.

Our study aimed to correlate the SIAPR with reduced access blood flow measured by DUS to diagnose vascular access stenosis. Previously published data on this subject remains split in conclusions not only because of generally heterogenous populations (patients with both AVF and AVG included in most studies: AVGs are known to maintain low intra-access pressures with low flow rates but also because of variation in the operative definitions of access stenosis.

We surmise that SIAPR does not take into account low access inflow. The protocol for SIAPR measurement focuses more on flow problems in the anastomosis and the downstream venous segment. In patients with arterial insufficiency and deficient inflow to the vascular access, a low SIAPR is usually observed and blood flow through the venous segment will be low as well. The SIAPR method is based on the presumption that high SIAPR is an indirect indicator of low Qa associated with hemodynamically significant stenosis, and the value and utility of SIAPR for surveillance is therefore dependent on such a relationship existing between SIAPR and Qa. Access blood flow (Qa) directly represents access function, and K/DOQI recommends Qa measurement as the preferred surveillance method, followed by SIAPR measurement.
As suggested by previous studies EqSIAPR has a fair sensitivity for screening of a troublesome AV access. However, most of these studies used this parameter to see a trend over time and suggest evaluation with higher diagnostic modalities (Doppler USG, Access Angiogram) if there is an increasing trend. This view is currently endorsed by KDOQI Vascular Access guidelines as well. We consider the lack of trend observation to be a limitation of our study. We recognize that the sensitivity and specificity in our study are quite low for EqSIAPR to be a reliable method, nevertheless, our study was able to emphasize a fair negative predictive value for EqSIAPR suggesting that even a single value observing the accurate application of technique may be able to fairly rule out vascular outflow obstruction in a significant number of patients.

**Conclusion:**
EqSIAPR may be used as a screening tool only with repeated measurements to observe a trend for ruling out significant vascular access obstruction secondary to stenosis or thrombosis in patients on hemodialysis where Doppler US flow measurement is not readily available.
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